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ABSTRACT

Introduction. Despite an abundance of prior Fontan simulation articles, there have been relatively few clinical
advances that are a direct result of computational methods. We address a few key limitations of previous Fontan
simulations as a step towards increasing clinical relevance. Previous simulations have been limited in scope because
they have primarily focused on a single energy loss parameter. We present a multi-parameter approach to Fontan
modeling that establishes a platform for clinical decision making and comprehensive evaluation of proposed
interventions.
Methods. Time-dependent, 3-D blood ﬂow simulations were performed on six patient-speciﬁc Fontan models. Key
modeling advances include detailed pulmonary anatomy, catheterization-derived pressures, and MRI-derived ﬂow
with respiration. The following performance parameters were used to rank patients at rest and simulated exercise
from best to worst performing: energy efﬁciency, inferior and superior vena cava (IVC, SVC) pressures, wall shear
stress, and IVC ﬂow distribution.
Results. Simulated pressures were well matched to catheterization data, but low Fontan pressure did not correlate
with high efﬁciency. Efﬁciency varied from 74% to 96% at rest, and from 63% to 91% with exercise. Distribution
of IVC ﬂow ranged from 88%/12% (LPA/RPA) to 53%/47%. A “transcatheter” virtual intervention demonstrates
the utility of computation in evaluating interventional strategies, and is shown to result in increased energy
efﬁciency.
Conclusions. A multiparameter approach demonstrates that each parameter results in a different ranking of Fontan
performance. Ranking patients using energy efﬁciency does not correlate with the ranking using other parameters
of presumed clinical importance. As such, current simulation methods that evaluate energy dissipation alone are not
sufﬁcient for a comprehensive evaluation of new Fontan designs.
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Introduction

S

ome of the earliest work in computational
ﬂuid dynamics applied to congenital heart
disease compared energy loss in the standard “t”
junction Fontan with the proposed “offset” model,
and led to the adoption of the offset model as the
currently preferred method.1–4 Since that time a
decade ago, there has been ongoing, and recently
growing, interest in modeling the Fontan circulation. This interest coupled with increases in
computational power have led to the developCongenit Heart Dis. 2010;5:104–117

ment of more sophisticated computational
tools and increasingly physiologically realistic
simulations.4–7
Despite the increasing sophistication of simulations, most studies to date still focus solely on the
“engineering” aspects of the problem and few have
succeeded in applying simulation strategies to
realistic clinical scenarios. This is due to several
factors. First, there has been a lack of validation and/or outcomes studies incorporating
simulation-based parameters. And second, previous Fontan modeling has often been limited in
© 2010 Copyright the Authors
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scope, with restrictive anatomical models, nonphysiologic pressure levels, and a single parameter
approach to evaluating performance. For example,
much of the previous modeling work has not been
validated against pressures from catheterization
despite the fact that pressure plays a key role in
clinical decision making for Fontan patients. Additionally, energy loss (or a surrogate thereof) has
been the parameter examined almost exclusively,
while additional parameters of potential clinical
importance8–12 have not been evaluated. While
energy loss (or Fontan efﬁciency) is likely linked
to clinical outcomes, it would be a gross oversimpliﬁcation to assume it to be the sole determinant
of a Fontan’s success or failure. A recent review
article of DeGroff13 issued a “call to arms” to
increase the sophistication and impact of Fontan
simulations by including, among other things, respiration, exercise, wall compliance, unsteady ﬂow,
and more accurate anatomy.
In an attempt to address some of the above
concerns and move to broaden the clinical applicability of Fontan simulations, this article takes
a new multiple-parameter approach to Fontan
modeling. Using patient-speciﬁc models derived
from image data, we perform comprehensive
simulations of six Fontan patients at rest and under
simulated exercise conditions. For each patient, we
evaluate energy efﬁciency, inferior vena cava (IVC)
and superior vena cava (SVC) pressure levels, wall
shear stress (WSS) and quantify distribution of
IVC ﬂow to the left and right pulmonary arteries.
For each of these parameters, patients are ranked
in order of best to worst performing. The modeling advances used in this work include more
detailed pulmonary anatomy, respiration, exercise,
particle tracking methods, and sophisticated
boundary conditions that achieve physiologic
pressure levels.
As an example, a “transcatheter” virtual intervention is performed on one of the six patients and
its performance is evaluated with respect to its

baseline and the other subjects. The intervention
performed is a virtual stent placement to correct
for left pulmonary artery (LPA) compression. The
goal of this approach is to lay a foundation for
future optimization, clinical validation, and evaluation of new treatment strategies for Fontan
patients.

Methods

The general schema of patient-speciﬁc modeling
involves image and clinical (e.g., catheterization)
data acquisition, anatomic model construction,
ﬂow simulation, and postprocessing to produce
performance measures, such as ﬂow distribution and Fontan pressure, that are surrogates
for known predictors of patient outcomes. Virtual interventions were performed in two of six
patients by altering the anatomic models to represent the proposed intervention. All patients were
imaged and catheterized as part of their routine
clinical care and their data were used with Stanford and University of California, San Diego institutional review board approval. Methods for all of
the above steps are summarized in the remainder
of this section; additional technical details of the
simulations are presented in greater depth in
the Appendix. The authors had full access to the
data and take responsibility for their integrity. All
authors have read and agree to the manuscript
as written.
Six patients (5 female) ranging in age from 3 to
26 years status post extracardiac Fontan procedure
were included in this study. None of the patients
were fenestrated. Relevant demographic and clinical data are shown in Table 1.

Image Acquisition
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Magnetic resonance angiography for patients A–E
was performed on a 1.5 Tesla MRI scanner (Signa

Table 1. Relevant Clinical Data for the Six Patients (A–F) Used in This Study. The Age and BSA Are at the Time of Image
Acquisition. The Inferior Vena Cava (IVC), Left and Right Pulmonary Artery (LPA, RPA), PA Pressures, Cardiac Index (CI)
and Pulmonary Wedge Pressure (PCW) Are Obtained from Cardiac Catheterization
Patient

Age/Sex

BSA
(mm2)

IVCp
(mm Hg)

SVCp
(mm Hg)

LPAp
(mm Hg)

RPAp
(mm Hg)

CI (cath)
(L/min/m2)

PCW
(mm Hg)

A
B
C
D
E
F

17/F
26/F
3/M
3/F
6/F
5/F

1.55
1.65
0.68
0.67
0.71
0.68

18
15
11
7
9
11

18
15
11
7
9
11

17
14
10
6
6
7

17
14
10
6
6
9

2.3
1.6
3.8
2.8
2.7
2.8

11
12
5
3
4
3
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Twin-Speed, General Electrics, Milwaukee, WI).
During intravenous administration of gadoliniumbased contrast agent, images were acquired using
3-D fast gradient-recalled echo sequence with the
patient in breath-hold. The spatial resolution was
approximately 0.7 mm ¥ 1.2 mm ¥ 2.0 mm. Flow
information in the IVC was recorded using a
2-D MRI phase-contrast (PCMRI) method. The
imaging plane was placed perpendicular to the
dominant ﬂow in the IVC and velocity encoding
parallel to the ﬂow. The slice thickness was 10 mm
and the in-plane resolution was about 1.0 mm ¥
1.7 mm. The maximum encoded velocity was
120 cm/s. Data were acquired over several cycles
of free breathing using cardiac gating and respiratory compensation. The IVC ﬂow was interrogated mid bafﬂe.

Computed Tomography
MRI was attempted for patient F, but due to
the presence of too much metal artifact, computer
tomography angiography was performed on a
16-slice multidetector row CT (Sensation 16,
Siemens, Forchheim, Germany). During intravenous administration of iodinated x-ray contrast
agent, thin-section spiral scan of the chest was
acquired with breath-hold and reconstructed at
1 mm slice thickness. The in-plane resolution was
about 0.4 mm ¥ 0.4 mm.
Model Construction
Model construction for all patients was performed
directly from the MRI or CT image data using

a customized version of the Simvascular open
source software package (available from http://
simtk.org).14,15 The pulmonary vasculature model
included all pulmonary branches of size greater
than or equal to the segmental branches, representing the resolution limits of the image data.
The outlets represented all of the major branches
of the LPA and right pulmonary artery (RPA).
Models were constructed with the following steps:
(1) paths were deﬁned that run down the center of
the vessels of interest, (2) the vessel lumen was
deﬁned at ﬁxed intervals along each vessel (segmented), (3) the vessel portions between the twodimensional segmentations were interpolated and
joined using custom software to create a 3-D solid
model of the desired vasculature (lofted), and (4) a
mesh was generated to represent the solid model
for use in the ﬁnite element ﬂow solver.
The steps in model construction are illustrated
in Figure 1 for patient E. Figure 2 shows the ﬁnal
models for all six patients.

Blood Flow Simulations and Inflow
Boundary Conditions
For each of the six patients, blood ﬂow simulations
were performed at rest and two levels of simulated
exercise. A 3-D Navier-Stokes solver (also part
of the Simvascular open source project) was
employed with a rigid-wall approximation. More
details on the simulation methods and ﬂow solver
can be found in the Appendix. Each simulation was
run on 20–24 processors of an SGI Altix parallel

A

B

C

D

Figure 1. Four steps involved in model construction (patient D) are (A) creation of vessel paths (B) segmentation (C) lofting,
and (D) mesh generation. Image is displayed in the posterior-anterior view for ease of viewing.
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Figure 2. Anatomic models for 6 Fontan patients A–F. (5
female, ages 3–26) Large geometric variation is observed
among patients. Patient E has a significant LPA stenosis,
patient F has since undergone a surgical revision.

supercomputer, requiring about 1000 CPU hours
(two days) of run time. Simulation results were
postprocessed to produce velocity, pressure, and
WSS information throughout the model.
Inﬂow boundary conditions at the SVC and
IVC at rest were derived from PCMRI data. For
all patients, it was ensured that the total ﬂow rates
(IVC + SVC) were within 15% of the ﬂow predictions measured in catheterization using Fick’s
method. For patient F, who had CT imaging,
a typical waveform was used and scaled to the
patient’s body surface area.

Exercise and Respiration
Three mean ﬂow rates were used in the IVC:
normal/resting (i.e., measured) ﬂow, and two and
thre times normal ﬂow to simulate exercise conditions. These values were chosen based on clinical
exercise data in Fontan patients, in which on
average, Fontan patients are able to approximately
double their cardiac index at peak exercise.16,17
Cardiac catheterization pressure tracings,
echocardiography, and MR studies have all
demonstrated that respiration signiﬁcantly affects
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Fontan ﬂow rates and pressures.18,19 As seen with
the echocardiographic tracings, quantitative
real-time phase contrast MR measurements by
Hjortdal et al.18 show that ﬂow rates in the IVC
vary signiﬁcantly with respiration at rest (as much
as 80%), with smaller cardiac pulsatility superimposed. Cardiac variations in the SVC were found
to be small, with no signiﬁcant respiratory variation. Based on these data, we impose a respiration
model to model ﬂow variations in the IVC following our previously published work.6 The pulsatile
SVC inﬂow was derived from the MRI data with
no additional respiration model.
Large variations in IVC ﬂow rate with respiration are consistent with the concept of peripheral
venous capacitance.18,20 The large venous capacitance in the lower body allows for blood accumulation during expiration, and release of stored
blood during inspiration. The smaller SVC respiratory variation is explained by a lower venous
capacitance in the upper body. As mean IVC ﬂow
rates increase with exercise, the amplitude of
respiratory variation remains relatively constant,
which is likely attributed to an effective venous
pump created by an increase in blood ﬂow due to
lower body muscle activity.
The respiratory model consists of a simple
two-part polynomial model with input variables
corresponding to respiratory rate, inspiratory fraction (the percentage of time spent during inspiration), inspiratory and expiratory mean ﬂow rates,
and fraction of retrograde ﬂow. The respiratory
model has a mean of zero and is superimposed on
the waveform generated by PCMRI to generate
the ﬁnal IVC ﬂow waveform.
A ratio of three cardiac cycles per respiratory
cycle was assumed throughout. With this assumption, a reasonable range of respiratory rates (21–
45) and heart rates (63–135) for rest and exercise
cases are obtained. Our previous work using this
model demonstrated good qualitative agreement
between predicted LPA pressures and pressure
tracings obtained in cardiac catheterization.

Outflow Boundary Conditions
Outﬂow boundary conditions were imposed at all
outlets using the coupled multidomain method21
with a lumped parameter 3-element Windkessel
model.22 The ﬁrst step in assigning parameters
for the lumped model was to choose initial downstream resistance values to match patient-speciﬁc
cardiac catheterization pressure data for each
patient (Table 1). Initial LPA/RPA ﬂow splits were
assumed to be 45/55. If needed, ﬂow splits were
Congenit Heart Dis. 2010;5:104–117
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adjusted after an initial simulation was run to
match pressure drops to the LPA and RPA measured during catheterization for each patient and
to match ﬂow rates measured in the LPA and RPA
using PCMRI.
On each side (LPA and RPA), ﬂow was distributed among the pulmonary outlets by grouping
them into upper, middle, and lower lobes. Initial
resistances were chosen to distribute 20% of the
ﬂow to the upper lobe and 40% each to the middle
and lower lobes. For lack of other data, these
values were based on the assumption that each of
the 10 major lung segments receives equal ﬂow.
Within each lobe group, ﬂow was distributed
according to the outlet areas. The number of
outlets in each group varied among patients, with
2–3 outlets in the upper lobes, and 3–5 outlets
in each of the middle and lower lobes. The total
number of pulmonary branches included in the
simulations varied from 19 to 21. An initial steady
simulation was run for each model using resistance
boundary conditions to verify that catheterization
pressure data were matched within 0.5 mm Hg in
the IVC and SVC.
The initial resistance values were then used to
generate a morphometry-based pulmonary arterial
tree23 for each outlet of the model. The resistance
and capacitance parameters in the lumped model
for each outlet were optimized so that the impedance of the lumped model best ﬁt the impedance
of the morphometry-based pulmonary arterial
tree. To simulate exercise, the morphometrybased arterial trees were dilated and the resistance
values were decreased by 5% and 10% for the two
levels of exercise based on clinical observations
that pulmonary vascular resistance in both normal
children and Fontan patients decreases with
exercise.16,24

Energy Efficiency
Energy efﬁciency was calculated for each model at
rest and all exercise levels by calculating the rate
of energy passing through all inlets and outlets.25
Energy efﬁciency deﬁned in this manner does
not consider the effects of abnormalities of the
microvasculature or left heart parameters. While
most previous work has used mean values of velocity and pressure on the model faces to compute
energy loss,2,6,7,26 a recent article by Grigioni
et al.27 demonstrated signiﬁcant errors can arise
using this method. Therefore, we use the exact
integral on each face of the model in the present
study (see Appendix). The efﬁciencies we report in
this work are time-averaged over one respiratory
Congenit Heart Dis. 2010;5:104–117
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cycle. Convergence studies conﬁrmed results did
not change using multiple respiratory cycles. The
equations used to compute efﬁciency can be found
in the appendix.

Inferior Vena Caval Flow Distribution
Specialized methods to “virtually track” particles
have been recently developed and applied to
cardiovascular problems.28 These methods were
applied to quantify the distribution of IVC ﬂow
to the right and left pulmonary arteries. Particles
were introduced in the IVC, and their course
through the Fontan circuit tracked until they
exited the model. Approximately two respiratory
cycles were required for nearly all particles to exit
the model. From a technical standpoint, the distribution of the IVC ﬂow to the LPA and RPA can
be largely inﬂuenced by model geometry while
the overall ﬂow distribution (SVC + IVC) to the
LPA and RPA is mostly determined by the outﬂow
boundary conditions.
The proportion of IVC ﬂow going to the left
lung was quantiﬁed by summing the number of
particles that exited the model through outlets
connected to the LPA. Likewise, the portion of
IVC ﬂow to the right lung was quantiﬁed by
summing the number of particles that exited
through outlets connected to the RPA. It was veriﬁed that the results were independent of the
seeding density and rate, and the integration error
tolerance.
Virtual Interventions
A virtual intervention was performed on one of the
six patients (patient E), and results were examined
in the context of all six patients. Patient E was
found to have a severe LPA stenosis due to compression by the reconstructed aorta causing a
3 mm Hg pressure drop to both the LPA and RPA.
(see Figure 2) To predict whether a stent would
reduce energy losses for this patient, we virtually
expanded the LPA to 9 mm to simulate stent
placement. This was done using the same modeling tools that were used to create the original
model from image data. Simulations were performed on the modiﬁed geometry keeping all
other conditions, including inﬂow and outlet
boundary conditions and pulmonary anatomy, the
same. We then compute the pre- and postintervention energy efﬁciency, using the original geometry as a baseline for comparison. In addition, we
compare with the efﬁciency results for all other
patients to provide a context for evaluating the
magnitude of efﬁciency changes.
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patients B, C, and E, the right upper lobe connects
directly to the SVC. In patient D, the right upper
lobe is connected at the junction between the IVC
and SVC. The model geometries are all in good
qualitative agreement with the anatomy observed
by angiography during catheterization.
Pressure levels in the IVC and SVC at rest
and two levels of simulated exercise are shown in
Figure 3. The values shown are time-averaged
over one respiratory cycle. Pressure levels increase
for all patients during exercise, but the rise is more
pronounced for patients A and C. We note that
these two patients both had high resting Fontan
pressures (15 in patient C and 18 mm Hg in
patient A), were older (17 and 26), and had ventricular dysfunction and heart failure symptoms.

Results

Fontan Geometry and Hemodynamics
Figure 2 shows the models for all six patients. We
observe that geometry varies dramatically among
patients in this study. Patients A, D, and E have
Fontan connections with little or no offset of the
IVC relative to the SVC. Patient E has a signiﬁcant LPA stenosis. Patients B and C have pronounced offsets of the IVC to the LPA side, our
current, standard surgical approach. Patient F has
a double LPA stenosis, and a signiﬁcant narrowing
at the connection point between the IVC and
SVC. This patient has since been sent for a surgical revision. We also observe large variations in
pulmonary architecture among the six patients. In

Mean SVC Pressure
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Figure 3. Pressure levels (mm Hg) in the SVC (upper) and IVC (lower) for each of the six patients in the study at rest (first
data point) and exercise (2¥—second point, 3¥—third point). Pressures rises substantially with exercise. The two patients
with the greatest increase in both relative and absolute pressure (A and B) both had high PCW, ventricular dysfunction and
heart failure. Values are time-averaged over one respiratory cycle.
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Table 2. Ranking of Fontan Performance from Best (Top) to Worst (Bottom) According to Multiple Competing Objectives
(i.e., “Cost Functions”)
Rank

Rest SVCp

Exercise SVCp

Rest Effic.

Exercise Effic.

Mean WSS

IVC Flow Distr.

Best

D
E
F
C
B
A

D
C
E
F
B
A

A
B
C
D
E
F

A
B
C
E
D
F

C
F
B
A
E
D

D
A
B
F
E
C

Worst

A

D

Fontan Efficiency Comparison
1
A
B
C
D
E
F

0.95

B

Efficiency (%)

0.9
0.85

E

0.8
0.75
0.7

C

F

0.65

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Cardiac Index (L/min/m2)

Figure 4. Comparison of Fontan efficiency (energy losses) for 6 patients in this study at rest (point 1) and exercise
(2¥—point 2, 3¥—point 3). All patients show a decline in efficiency with exercise. Values are time-averaged over one
respiratory cycle.

Pressure levels for the other four patients were
7–11 mm Hg at rest and rose to 15–20 mm Hg
with a tripling of cardiac output during exercise.
The ranking of patients from lowest (best) to
highest (worst) SVC pressure is shown in Table 2
for rest and exercise.
Pressure drops to the LPA and RPA in the
simulations are in good agreement with values
measured during catheterization shown (Table 1).
Patient F had a 2 mm Hg gradient in the proximal
LPA and another 2 mm Hg gradient in the distal
LPA.

Energy Efficiency
Energy efﬁciency is used to compare and rank the
performance of the six geometries considered in
this study. Results are summarized in Figure 4.
As would be expected, the data show a substantial
drop in efﬁciency with increasing exercise level for
all six patients. Efﬁciency at rest ranges from 74%
to 96% and at exercise (3¥ cardiac output) from
63% to 91%. Patient A had the highest efﬁciency
at both rest and exercise, while patient F had the
lowest efﬁciency. The mean rest to exercise drop
Congenit Heart Dis. 2010;5:104–117

in efﬁciency for all patients was 7 percentage
points, with the largest being a 10 percentage
point drop for patient F, and the smallest being a
5 point drop for patient A. The ranking of patients
in order of most (best) to least (worse) efﬁcient at
rest and exercise is shown in Table 2.

Inferior Vena Caval Flow Distribution
The distribution of IVC ﬂow to the right and left
lungs is presumed to be important for delivery of a
hepatic factor carried in IVC blood. Table 3 quantiﬁes the distribution of IVC ﬂow to the LPA and
RPA using the particle tracking method. The table
compares the distribution of IVC blood ﬂow
(column 2) to the overall ﬂow distribution (IVC +
SVC, column 3) for each patient. The distribution
of total ﬂow is enforced by the outﬂow boundary
conditions for each patient, and does not depend
directly on the connection geometry. The data
demonstrate that the IVC ﬂow split can differ dramatically from the total ﬂow split. For example,
patients B and C both have a nearly even overall
ﬂow split, but IVC ﬂow is biased toward the LPA
side (the side of the offset) by as much as 88%.
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Table 3. Distribution of IVC Flow to the Left Pulmonary
Artery (LPA) and Right Pulmonary Artery (RPA) during
Resting Flow Conditions for All Six Patients
Fontan
Patient

% IVC Flow
to LPA/RPA

% Total Flow
to LPA/RPA

A
B
C
D
E
F

35/65
70/30
88/12
53/47
16/84
22/78

45/55
43/57
45/55
45/55
30/70
38/62

Patients E and F both have severe LPA stenoses
with an overall ﬂow split that favors the right side.
In both of these patients, IVC ﬂow is even more
strongly skewed to the right PA compared with the
total (IVC + SVC) ﬂow. Table 2 ranks the patients
in order, where a distribution closer to 50/50
is (arbitrarily) assumed better and further from
50/50 is assumed worse. It is expected that SVC
ﬂow distribution is also affected by geometry, and
would be the inverse of the IVC ﬂow distribution,
resulting in the total ﬂow (IVC + SVC) distribution to each side.

WSS
Figure 5 shows the mean WSS values (dynes/cm2)
for all six models over one respiratory cycle during
resting ﬂow conditions. Minimum and mean
(in space) shear stress values on the graft (IVC)
portion of each model are given in Table 4. In
general, areas of lowest wall shear are found in the
IVC and SVC and near the Fontan junction. We
note that the two patients (A and B) with lower
overall wall shear (including the PA’s) are the two
with the highest resting energy efﬁciency. We also
observe areas of high shear in stenotic regions
(particularly in patients E and F) where velocities
are increased. Patients are ranked in order of
highest (best) to lowest (worst) mean wall shear on
the graft portion in Table 2. This ranking was
chosen based on observations that low WSS and
areas of ﬂow recirculation are linked to formation
of thrombosis29 and atherosclerosis.30–32
Virtual Intervention
The efﬁciency results for the virtual intervention
was examined in the context of the group of six
subjects. Results (patient E) demonstrate increases
in efﬁciency at rest and exercise. Figure 6 compares the efﬁciency pre- and poststent for patient
E. Efﬁciency is improved from 86% to 90% at rest
and from 77% to 84% at heavy exercise. In comparison to the other six patients, the insertion of

Figure 5. Contours of mean wall shear stress (dynes/cm2)
at rest for the six subjects in the study. Values are timeaveraged over one respiratory cycle.

Table 4. Minimum and Mean (in Space) Wall Shear Stress
(WSS) Values over the Graft Portion of the Model Only.
Values Are the Average over One Respiratory Cycle during
Resting Flow Conditions
Fontan Patient

Minimum WSS on
Graft (dyne/cm2)

Mean WSS on
Graft (dyne/cm2)

A
B
C
D
E
F

0.22
0.30
0.20
0.15
0.49
0.39

7.0
7.7
15.3
3.6
6.5
7.8

the stent improves the ranking of patient E from
ﬁfth to second at rest and from fourth to second
with exercise.
Discussion

In this study, we have evaluated the performance
of six patients using multiple cost functions,
including WSS, ﬂow distribution, energy loss, and
Fontan pressure levels during rest and exercise.
Congenit Heart Dis. 2010;5:104–117
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E - no stent
Efficiency with virtual stent placement

1
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0.95

E - 9 mm LPA stent

Efficiency (%)
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F
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0.7
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8

Cardiac Index (L/min/m2)

Figure 6. Efficiency improvement in patient E after virtual stent placement to correct LPA stenosis. Efficiencies for all six
patients in the study are shown.

We summarize our results in Table 2, which demonstrates that each of these parameters produces a
different ranking when ordering patients from
best to worst performance. These results demonstrate that a single simulation-based parameter
(such as energy dissipation) is not likely to hold all
the answers to improving Fontan performance
and that a multiple parameter approach is needed
in future engineering and clinical evaluation of
Fontan patients. In addition, predictions based
on geometric efﬁciency without incorporation of
patient-speciﬁc physiology and additional parameters may lead to generalizable knowledge but will
likely not be useful as a clinical tool. The multipleparameter approach illustrates that we still do not
know what a good or bad Fontan is, and that we
will not have a quantitative answer to that question
until we account for multiple parameters and
validate them against clinical outcomes.
This work has demonstrated several key modeling advances that improve the clinical relevance
of Fontan modeling tools compared with previous
work. We have, at least partially, addressed several
of the key concerns raised in a recent review article
by DeGroff13 by including respiration, exercise,
unsteady ﬂow, particle tracking, and detailed
pulmonary anatomy. We have incorporated sophisticated pulmonary boundary conditions that
allow for physiologic levels of pressure and have
validated our predicted pressure drops with catheterization data.
The concept of multiple competing cost functions are the norm in many other design and optimization problems. For example, in aeronautics,
Congenit Heart Dis. 2010;5:104–117

competing objectives such as lift, drag, weight, and
structural strength are balanced in identifying
an optimal airplane wing design. Similarly, the
relative importance of cost functions for a Fontan
patient may depend on individual risk factors or
clinical symptoms, such as history of a clotting
disorder, unequal LPA and RPA sizes, high resting
Glenn pressure, etc. From a computation standpoint, we have now reached a point where simulations, incorporating patient-speciﬁc data, have
the potential to function as another diagnostic tool
in the ongoing evaluation of Fontan patients
and proposed surgical or transcatheter revisions.
Detailed comparisons between multiple cost functions such as those discussed here and clinical outcomes need to be made to close the loop between
simulations and clinical practice. In the future,
competing objectives should be considered in
designing an optimal treatment plan for each
patient rather than making decisions on a onesize-ﬁts-all basis.

Pressures
Currently, Fontan pressure levels are used as a
primary measure for clinical decision making. It is
well accepted that Fontan pressures should be kept
low whenever possible, and that outcomes are
generally more favorable, though not universally
good, for patients with lower pressures. Our
results demonstrate that even patients with very
low Fontan pressures may have high energy loss
and inefﬁciencies. For example, patients D and E
both had low resting Fontan pressures (9 and
7 mm Hg) but ranked 4th and 5th out of six
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patients in efﬁciency performance at rest. In addition, patients with high efﬁciency may have a large
pressure rise during exercise. In the two older
patients (A and B) who had clinical symptoms of
ventricular dysfunction with or without symptoms
of heart failure, the simulated pressure levels rose
dramatically to around 25–28 mm Hg with a
doubling of cardiac output. While these pressure
levels are admittedly very high for a Fontan
patient, right atrial pressures in the range of
25 mm Hg have been observed clinically during
catheterization of Fontan patients during exercise.16 These results also suggest that if one were to
compare two patients, one child and one adult,
with the same high resting Fontan pressure, that
the adult will experience a higher exercise pressure
than the child, assuming they both double their
cardiac output during exercise. This is an area that
should be examined in future studies.

the incidence of thrombus formation at varying
locations is 10–20% regardless of the type of
Fontan surgery.11,35 It is currently not known what
level of WSS is linked to higher risk of thrombosis,
and to determine this requires stronger links with
biological data. Simulation tools can provide a
valuable way to predict shear stress. However,
one must be careful drawing conclusions about
geometries using a single metric. For example, one
could make a reasonable assumption that a lower
mimimum WSS value would correspond to a
higher risk of thrombosis in the graft (Table 4).
This might lead us to the following ranking of
patient risk (from lowest to highest risk): E, F, B,
A, C, D. However, it may be equally reasonable
to assume that the lower mean WSS in the graft
corresponds to higher risk, leading to a very different ranking: C, F, B, A, E, D (Table 2). Future
work should examine the size of low WSS areas, as
well as particle residence time and WSS gradients
in attempt to correlate with patient outcomes,
platelet adhesion data, and thromboses.

Energy Efficiency
Previous simulations of Fontan hemodynamics
have reported very low energy dissipation values,2,33,34 leading to the belief among some there is
little room for improvement in Fontan performance. However, our work has demonstrated that
Fontan efﬁciencies can be as low as 60–70% for
some patients and there is a signiﬁcant drop in
efﬁciency for all patients with exercise. Our results
showing that efﬁciencies decrease with exercise
agree with previous simulation work.7 We have also
demonstrated (as with patients D and E) that
designs that are superior at rest may not be superior
at exercise. These ﬁndings agree with observations
well known in the ﬂuid mechanics community,
that the characteristics of the ﬂow (including vortex
shedding, presence of stagnated ﬂow, etc.) can
change dramatically with increasing ﬂow rate.
We should note that the efﬁciencies reported
here are patient-speciﬁc values for a given body size
and cardiac output. As such, the result that patient
A (a t-junction) was the most efﬁcient cannot
be taken to mean that the t-junction is the most
efﬁcient design for all patients. It is quite possible
that modifying the geometry of patient A to an
offset, for example, could further improve efﬁciency for that patient. Efforts to improve energy
efﬁciency by modifying Fontan geometry should
use patient-speciﬁc modeling and optimization.
WSS
Clinical studies have shown that anticoagulation
(either with aspirin or coumadin) improves outcomes postoperatively for Fontan patients and that

IVC Flow Distribution
The development of arteriovenous malformations
has been linked in previous studies10,36 to the lack
of a presumed hepatic factor that is essential for
lung development. While it is not known what
concentration is required for normal lung development, it is clear that the distribution of IVC
ﬂow to the right and left PAs will impact the concentration of hepatic factor present in the lungs.
Additionally, one could assume if all other factors
are equal, it would be desirable to distribute the
ﬂow as evenly as possible. Our results demonstrate
that IVC ﬂow distribution is dramatically affected
by Fontan geometry. Offset geometries, such as
observed in patients B and C, strongly skew the
IVC ﬂow to one side over another, even if the
overall LPA/RPA ﬂow split is close to 50/50.
Patients E and F both had a pronounced LPA
stenosis, and IVC ﬂow in these patients was
strongly skewed to the right side. While the
overall ﬂow distribution is determined by the
downstream resistance, the distribution of IVC
ﬂow is highly dependent on geometry and the type
of Fontan connection. Related results in our
previous study on a new Y-graft modiﬁcation of
the Fontan indicate that the Y-graft design distributes the IVC ﬂow much more evenly than offset
designs.25 These results provide additional motivation for new surgical designs, such as the Y-graft,
which distribute the IVC ﬂow more evenly
between the two lungs.
Congenit Heart Dis. 2010;5:104–117
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Virtual Interventions
We have demonstrated the use of simulation
for examining changes in efﬁciency after a virtual
stent implantation to relieve an LPA stenosis
caused by compression by the reconstructed aorta.
In the future, interventions chould be evaluated
on multiple-patient models and correlated with
short- and long-term clinical outcomes. It would
be essential to balance improvements in efﬁciency
as a result of stent placement against risk of thrombus formation as a result of the stent. Despite the
improvements demonstrated in simulations, we
make no claim that interventions should be performed soley based on simulations. A signiﬁcant
amount of work both in the realm of validation
and application remains before these techniques
are universally accepted and employed. Another
example of a virtual surgery application can be
found in our recent work on the Y-graft Fontan
modiﬁcation.25

single parameter that is the sole determinant
of a Fontan’s success or failure but that Fontan
treatment decisions should be made using a
multiple-parameter approach. Our results have
demonstrated that that there is substantial room for
improvement in Fontan hemodynamics for some
patients and that patients with high energy efﬁciency are not necessarily the patients with low
Fontan pressures. The huge range of performance
as measured by these parameters as well as overall
response to exercise suggests a potential role for
the use of computational simulations as part of the
diagnostic follow up regimen. These parameters
could also be used in, for example, a simulationbased cost function analysis to best evaluate optimal
Fontan design and performance of proposed interventions. In doing so, we hope to lay a foundation
for directly linking simulation results with patient
outcomes and to provide additional tools for risk
stratiﬁcation and improved outcomes for patients.

Limitations
There are several limitations to this study that
should be considered. One limitation of this study
is the use of rigid walls, although recent work has
demonstrated success of new and efﬁcient ﬂuidstructure interaction algorithms37–39 that should be
incorporated into future work on Fontan modeling. Another limitation is the lack of patient data
for ﬂow distribution among the pulmonary lobes
and for the response of pulmonary resistances to
exercise. Previous work has proposed alternate
normalizations for energy dissipation.7,40 Different
metrics should be continued to be explored in
future work. In this work, energy efﬁciency is
compared for models with approximately the same
number of pulmonary outlets and extent of
branching. However, efﬁciency values for a given
patient model will change with the addition or
removal of more levels of pulmonary branching.
An additional challenge for clinical implementation in large patient populations is the time intensive nature of model building and simulations.
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Appendix: Details of Computational Methods

The purpose of the appendix is to provide further
details on the simulations and computational
methods for technically-oriented readers. Additional details can be found in Marsden et al.6 and
Taylor et al.41 The simulations performed in this
work used a Newtonian approximation for blood
with values of 0.04 g/(cm s) for viscosity 1.06 g/cm3
for density.41,42 An anisotropic adaptive meshing
scheme43 was used to ensure mesh convergence
using approximately 1.5 million elements for each
model.
The respiration model applied at the inﬂow
boundaries was constructed based on Fontan
patient data from a real-time imaging study by
Hjortdal et al. Polynomial models for inspiration
and expiration were constructed following our
previous work.6 This zero-mean respiratory component was then superimposed on the IVC ﬂow
waveform (obtained from MRI) for all patients.
Based on the IVC diameter at the inﬂow, the mean
Reynolds numbers in the IVC ranged from 340
to 600 at rest and from 1360 to 2380 at heavy
exercise. The outﬂow boundary conditions were
prescribed using the coupled multidomain method
following the work of Vignon et al.21
Post-processing the simulation results yielded
energy efﬁciency, wall shear stress, pressure levels
and ﬂow distribution. The energy efﬁciency
was computed as follows. The energy dissipation
(neglecting gravitational effects) is given by

( p + 12 ρu ) u ⋅dA
1
− ∑ ∫ ( p + ρu ) u ⋅ dA ,
2
N in

Ediss = − ∑ ∫
i =1

2

Ai

N out
i =1

(1)

2

Ai

where u is the velocity, p is the pressure, r is
the density, Nin and Nout are the number of model
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inlets and outlets, respectively, and Ai is the area of
the ith inlet or outlet. The energy efﬁciency is then

IVC ﬂow distribution was computing using a
Lagrangian particle tracking method.28 The inlet
of the IVC was uniformly seeded with 35 000 particles every 1/50th of the respiratory cycle for an
entire cycle. Particles were assumed to be massless,
and effects of diffusion were neglected due to
the short residence time of the particles in the
computational domain. The advection scheme
employed a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg44 integration
algorithm with a maximum error tolerance of 10-5
and a linear interpolation of the velocity data in
space and time.

Eeffic = Eout Ein,

(2)

where Ein is the ﬁrst term in equation (1) and Eout
is the second term. The efﬁciencies we report in
this work are the time-averaged values over one
respiratory cycle. Convergence studies conﬁrmed
that results did not change using multiple respiratory cycles. Efﬁciency values were computed from
the simulation results in a post processing step.
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